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Abstract: In India, liver disease is one of the major cause of deaths in all age groups and moreover its resistance to early detection is 

more disturbing fact. It is therefore important to have a decision support system for early prediction of liver disease so that proper 

medical assistance can be given to patients. A number of researches have been done to address this area. However, the current literature 

fails to offer a system, which can make such similar kind of early prediction. Hence, this research proposes a Two-stage CBR (TSCBR) 

model to enhance the accuracy of prediction of liver disease. Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is added to 5 different classification models 

including neural network (NN), decision tree based Random Forest (RF), logistic regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

and naive Bayes (NB) to enhance the improvement on the correct diagnosis of disease. The main focus of this research is to reduce the 

number of cases that are wrongly classified as not having liver disease. Every new case passes through two stages of proposed model 

to see whether the new case belongs to liver disease or not. To analyze the accuracy of the proposed research two stage CBR model is 

compared with already existing models to diagnose liver disease without CBR. 10-fold cross-validation approach is used to reduce 

biasness and to analyze the performance of proposed system. It was observed that naive Bayes with CBR model shows the highest 

accuracy of 0.83 among all the existing compared classification technique. The proposed technique decreases the number of false 

negative cases. Thus, resulting in enhanced number of early detections of liver cases. It has been observed that the accuracy of TSCBR 

is better than the existing system.   

 

Keywords: Early Prediction Of Liver Diseases, Two Stage CBR Model, Addition Of CBR To Naïve Baye, 10-fold Cross-Validation 

Approach, Case Based Reasoning;  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Liver is among one of the critical and largest solid 

organs in the human body. It performs multiple essential 

functions in the body. Liver helps in metabolism, produces 

bile that is required for digestion and makes proteins, which 

is required for blood clotting. Also, it helps in 

detoxification and decomposition of red blood cells [1]. 

Diseases related to Liver results in Jaundice, Chronic 

fatigue and swelling in legs etc. Liver diseases normally 

occur due to infection caused by viruses, bacteria or fungi, 

due to inflammation, damaged liver cell, inherited liver 

disorders and due to toxin chemical exposures like alcohol, 

drug overdose and autoimmunity. The patients infected 

from liver disease are susceptible to other like hepatitis or 

serious lifelong illness like cirrhosis. According to World 

Health Organization, in India the 10th most common 

reason of death is liver related disease. It affects one in 

every 5th Indian. Worldwide leading cause of death is 

Liver Cirrhosis is at 14th and the liver cancerous tumor is 

2nd [2]. 

Liver is able to function in partially damaged state, thus 

resulting early detection of liver diseases is difficult. 

Symptoms of liver disease rarely appear in early stages. 

Therefore, there is need for a system that can detect liver 

diseases in early stages. Proper diagnoses of liver disease 

at early stage require expertise of a doctor. Detection is also 

impacted by the other factors like physical and emotional 

state of the doctor or clinic workload pressure. Henceforth, 

the medical expert system is very much needed, to take 

decisions in the same way as humans do and consistently. 

Case-Based Reasoning is a problem-solving 

methodology based upon cognitive model on how the 

human beings resolve the day-to-day problems. In day-to-

day life, we are often face problems, in few occasions we 

have already experienced them and we most likely have 

solution to problem from earlier experience. Similarly, 

CBR suggests the probable solution to a problem with the 

utilization of previous experiences. It uses the existing 

solution of past similar cases in order to get the solution of 
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encountered issues. Furthermore, CBR can be viewed as 

process model that has 4 phases as shown in Figure1. 

The CBR cycle [3], shown in Fig.1 involves Retrieve, 

Reuse, Revise and Retain phases. In Retrieval phase, 

similarity function is used to retrieve alike cases from the 

knowledge base to resolve the new problem in hand. Case 

base is the knowledge base and lies in the heart of CBR. It 

stores all the previous cases of CBR. The Reuse phase of 

CBR reuses the cases extracted in the retrieval phase to find 

out the solution of new confronted problem. Retrieved 

solutions from previous phase are used directly to solve the 

new problem if the retrieved case is exactly same to the new 

one. But if the retrieved cases are not same but are similar 

then their solutions are modified to fit the new problem. 

The solution suggested in previous phase is now tested on 

real scenario in Revise phase to check on the quality of 

solution. Feedback is further taken to revise the solution. 

The main objective of Retain phase is to keep cases in the 

“case base” and preserve knowledge. If the new solved 

problem is considerably different from the previous stored 

cases, then the problem and its suggested solution are kept 

in knowledge base for future reasoning. An expert system 

can be built based upon the CBR. It’s a progressive system, 

with each time a problem is resolved a new experience in 

the form of case is retained in system for future references. 

Increase in number of cases in case base will result in 

performance bottleneck. Extensive research is ongoing for 

the maintenance of case bases [10].  

CBR is widely accepted in diverse fields, especially in 

medical diagnosis. In this study, we propose a CBR based 

system to provide assistance to practitioners in expediting 

and verifying early diagnosis of liver disease by lowering 

uncertainties and potential risk factors. 

 
Figure 1.  The CBR Cycle 

 

The further objective is to avoid the biasness with the 

use of 10-fold cross-validation approach and assess the 

performance of proposed system. The paper has been 

structured as follows: Introduction is in section I, Related 

work is highlighted in section II, Section III explains the 

system design and Section IV includes an Assessment 

Platform to describe the data collection & preprocessing of 

collected data to make suitable input format. The Result 

and Discussion is further presented in Section V. Finally, 

in section VI conclusion is drawn for the proposed study. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A number of researches have been conducted in this 

area [6,36]. Few most concerned and related works are 

presented in this section. The entire study in this section has 

been presented into two parts, Data Mining Models in liver 

disease diagnosis and CBR in medicine. Each part is further 

discussed in following sub-sections. 

A. Data Mining Models in liver disease diagnosis 

In past few decades, medical history of patients has 

been recorded electronically for quick reference and 

analysis. Therefore, many data mining and statistical 

models have been used to analyze large amount of data 

such as Bayesian network (BN) [11], classification and 

regression tree (CART), case-based reasoning (CBR) [4], 

support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural network 

(ANN), genetic algorithms, parametric and non-parametric 

statistics method. Ashley Spann et al. [12] have conducted 

a detailed literature survey on use of various machine 

learning techniques to diagnose liver disease and liver 

transplantation. Few among them have often been used for 

liver disease diagnosis & prognosis and are covered in the 

subsequent section. 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a data 

processing approach, which is motivated by the working of 

human biological nervous systems for processing 

information. It is a collection of large number of highly 

interrelated processing nodes that are called as neurons. 

They work collectively to resolve a particular problem.  

Just the way human brain does, ANN learns by example. 

ANN has been widely used in medical diagnosis 

applications as it dynamically adapts itself according to the 

training dataset. For liver diagnosis, ANNs have been 

extensively used by Rong-yun Mai et al. [13] to diagnose 

liver cirrhosis with Hepatocellular Carcinoma,    by Z. Xu  

to diagnose stage of cirrhosis[14] , by Alexandros Arjmand 

et al. [15] to find out alterations in liver in Histopathology 

images , by D Santhosh Reddy et al. [16] to diagnose and 

to categorize the ultrasound liver parenchyma texture into 

four different classes, by Cheng-Hsiung Wenga [19] to 

diagnose liver disease , Kawaguchi, T., Tokushige, K., 

Hyogo, H. et al.  [8] have done data mining analysis on the 

diagnosis of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease-related 

hepatocellular carcinoma and concluded that patients 

treated with hepatectomy and a serum albumin level 

≥3.7 g/dLG in Japan have more survival rate. ZhenjieYao 

et al. [17] have used densely deep learning model to detect 

liver disease. Authors have concluded   using deep learning 

model has better performance over logistic regression and 

random forest. Abdar M. et al. proposed the model for 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0893608019303442?via%3Dihub#!
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diagnosis of liver disease using multilayer perceptron 

neural network and boosted decision tree. Author has 

observed that performance of B-C5.0 is better that B-

classification and regression tree (B-CART) and B-Chi 

square Automatic interaction detector (B-CHAID) [18]. 

Random Forest (RF) is a decision tree based learning 

algorithm, which builds multiple decision trees and then 

combines them all to have more accurate predictions. RF 

has been used widely in many medical diagnosis 

applications. To diagnose liver disease RF have been used 

by Chieh Chen Wu et.al [20] to predict fatty liver disease, 

by M. Aiswarya et al., M. R. Haque et al. and Nazmun 

Nahar  [21-23] to diagnose liver disease and by S. Aman 

and B. Pandey [24] to build intelligent system which 

successfully classified Cholelithiasis, Liver Cirrhosis , 

Alcoholic Liver Damage and Primary Hepatoma. 

Naïve Bayes (NB) performs the classification based on 

the Bayes theorem. NB has been used by A. Krishna et al. 

[25] for the classification of liver tumor and by Shapla Rani 

Ghosh and Sajjad Waheed [26] for diagnosis of liver 

disease., S. Aman [9] et al. has studied the usage of linear, 

nonlinear and decision tree-based classification algorithms 

to diagnose liver disease disorder.  In their study authors 

have successfully concluded that use of CART algorithm 

to diagnosis liver disease has more accuracy rates as 

compare to LDA, DLDA, QDA, DQDA, NB, ANN.  

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a non-linear 

supervised learning algorithm. SVM makes hyper-planes 

in m dimensional space that divides instances of different 

class labels for classification where m is the total number 

of features in the dataset. Ali, L., Wajahat, I., Amiri 

Golilarz, N. et al [7] designed hybrid model which is based 

on linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for dimensionality 

reduction, support vector machine (SVM) for classification 

and genetic algorithm (GA) for SVM optimization to 

identify Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), by Chen, QF. 

Zou, TX., Yang, ZT. et al. [27] used support vector 

machine to find out cirrhotic patients with or without 

minimal hepatic encephalopathy and achieved accuracy of 

83%, by J.S. Sartakhti et al. [28] proposed a hybrid model, 

which is based upon non-linear SVM and simulated 

annealing (SVM-SA) for the hepatitis diagnosis. 

B. CBR in medicine 

  CBR can be appropriate for any field where 

confronted problem can be solved using the previous 

analogous problem and its solution. It can be used for 

variety of problems like for classification, prediction, 

diagnosis, configuration and planning.  From the literature 

it has been observed that CBR is successfully applied to 

medical applications too. CBR utilizes the similar method 

for diagnosis as the practitioner does for seeking an 

appropriate medical solution to the existing new problem. 

L. Gierl and R. Schmidt [29], I. Bichindaritz and C. 

Marling [30], Shahina Begum [31] did an extensive 

literature survey of use of CBR in medical diagnosis. Few 

among them are cited below. R. Vásquez-Morales et al. 

have proposed NN-CBR Twin model for the explanation of 

prediction made by neural network   to identify chronic 

kidney disease [5]. Xiao-Ou Ping et al. [34] developed an 

expert system based on CBR to predict the reoccurrence of 

liver cancer. R. Ali et al. [33] suggested a hybrid case-based 

reasoning method for the recommendation of customized 

physical activities according to user’s particular 

requirement and interests. On Contrary with traditional 

physical activity recommendation system, Author has 

merged case-based reasoning along with rule-based 

reasoning and preference-based reasoning. L. Campo et al. 

[32] developed a CBR based system specially designed for 

the usage of odonatologists for their treatment predictions. 

Abdelhak Mansoul and Baghdad Atmani [35] proposed a 

model that selects the best case out of all retrieved similar 

cases. Zhengxing Huang et al. [37] use CBR to predict the 

inpatient length of stay. Souad Guessoum et. al. [38] 

proposed an expert system based on CBR for the 

 

Figure 2  . Schematic diagram of two stage CBR Based health care model to Diagnose Liver Disease 
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identification of respiratory disease known as obstructive 

pulmonary disease. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

The main motivation behind this study is to improve the 

predictions of diagnosis of patients with liver disease. The 

schematic diagram of the proposed model has been shown 

in Figure 2.The timely diagnosis of liver disease not only 

lowers the burden on hospitals but also controls the 

mortality rate that would be caused due to this disease. 

Correct diagnosis of any disease depends upon 

practitioner’s experience as well as on correct analysis of 

clinical results. In order to assist physician to expedite 

diagnosis process many researchers have developed 

different models for different diseases. The efficiency of 

these models varied depending upon the data used. It has 

been proved by many researchers in past combining  

multiple classifications  models help to improve accuracy 

of diagnosis model.  

Two-stage CBR (TSCBR) based model is proposed to 

improve the accuracy of a liver medical diagnosis system. 

Flowchart of the process is shown in Figure 3.In first stage, 

5 different classification algorithms are used to divide the 

patients into healthy (without liver disease) and unhealthy 

(with liver disease) category. In second stage, patients 

considered healthy but those actually not healthy are 

reconsidered and again predicted by using CBR- added 

mode. The aim of study is to propose a CBR based method 

to reduce the number of cases those are misclassified as 

healthy cases. The cost of handling cases those are 

misclassified as healthy cases are more as compare to 

handling cases those are misclassified as unhealthy. 

Specifically, for the diseases whose early diagnosis is 

difficult. 

IV. ASSESSMENT PLATFORM 

This section includes few important aspects of this 

research such as the collection procedure of the input data 

and the preprocessing techniques of collected data to 

prepare it as input data. Each of the parts is further 

discussed in the following subsections. 

A. Collection of Dataset 

For experimental work, Secondary data was accessed 

from free machine learning repository known as UCI 

(University of California at Irvine).  Samples were 

collected from Andhra Pradesh state in India. The dataset 

includes total of 11 features and data from 583 patients. 

Among 583 patients’ samples, 416 samples are from 

patients suffering from liver disease and rest of 167 

samples are for patients without liver disease. The features 

Figure 3. Flowchart of  two stage Liver Diagnosis Process 
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and their value/range in the dataset are listed below in 

Table-1.  

 
Table1. Features used in liver dataset 

 

Feature Range/Value 

Gender of patient (Gender) [0 – Male & 1 – Female] 

Age of patient (Age) [4 to 90] 

Direct Bilirubin (DB) [0.1 to 19.7] 

Total Bilirubin (TB) [0.4 to 75] 

Aspartate aminotransferase 

(Sgpt alamine) 

[10 to 2000] 

Almine aminotransferase 
(Sgpot aspartate) 

[10 to 4929] 

Alkaline phosphate (Alkphos) [63 to 2110] 

Albumin (ALB) [0.9 to 5.5] 

Total Proteins (TP) [ 2.7 to 9.6] 

Liver Disease classification 

field 

[1-liver Disease & 2- without 

Liver Disease] 

B. Preprocessing of dataset 

Dataset contains few missing values. Missing values 

can be handled in many ways. In this study, missing 

numeric values in dataset are handled by replacing with the 

mean value. Mean value is computed by taking average of 

the corresponding feature values of all the samples that 

belong to same class. After handling missing values, 

dataset is normalized using z-score method. 𝑍𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 

standardized the entire attribute within the range of -1 to 1. 

Let f is individual value of each feature, m is mean and s is 

standard deviation of the feature. Then z-score value of 

each attribute is calculated as in equation (1) where f is 

observed value, m is sample mean value and s is standard 

deviation. 

𝑍𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑓−𝑚

𝑠
         (1) 

C. Working Model 

Working Model of two-stage CBR (TSCBR) based 

healthcare model to diagnose liver disease has been shown 

in the above Figure 4 further. 

After normalization, Dataset is split into two sets 

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎_𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛  and 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎_𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡  in the 70-30 ratio 

respectively which is further used for training and testing 

of the classification algorithms respectively. In the first step 

of proposed model, data is analyzed using 5 different 

algorithms namely Random Forest (RF), non-linear 

algorithm support vector machine (SVM), Naive Bayes 

(NB), Logistic Regression (LR) and Neural network (NN). 

In second step, misclassified patients as healthy are 

reconfirmed by Retrieval only CBR. CBR contains a 

knowledge base of past cases that is known as “case base”. 

In this study, a case is represented by feature vector. To 

solve a new confronted case, similar cases are extracted 

from case base by using a function to calculate a similarity 

between cases. In this model, we have used Euclidian 

distance function as shown in equation 2 for retrieving 

similar cases from CBR. Similarity Score in equation (2) 

represents the degree of similarity between two-cases. 

Euclidean distance Ed is computed by taking under root of 

adding all the squared differences of corresponding 

elements between two vectors u and v of size n. 

Figure 4.  Working Model of two-stage CBR (TSCBR) based healthcare model to diagnose liver disease 
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𝐸𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣)  =  √∑ (𝑢𝑖  −  𝑣𝑖
𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=0 )   (2) 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The study implements classification algorithms and 

CBR-added hybrid model to diagnose a liver disease. 10-

fold cross-validation approach is applied to eliminate the 

biasness of models. Performances of models are evaluated 

on the basis of 3 measures Accuracy, Precision and Recall. 

Accuracy is the measure that gives us the proportion of 

samples that is correctly predicted over the total number of 

samples.  Precision gives the ratio of true positives over 

total number of true positive and false positive.  The main 

aim of research is to build the model to decrease the false 

positive. It would cost more if the model fails to diagnose 

the sick person for a disease when early detection is 

difficult. It would be costlier than conducting more test on 

a healthy person. Recall gives the ratio of true positive over 

total number of true positive and false negatives. 

Figure 5 depicts the accuracy comparison between 

models without using CBR and the proposed two stage 

CBR models. It can be observed for all cases the proposed 

two-stage model performs better.  Results of models are 

further evaluated using Precision and Recall.  

 

Figure 5.  Accuracy comparison of different models 

Precision represents the proportion of results that are 

significant and recall is the portion of all relevant results 

that are accurately classified. These two performance 

measures play an important role in medical CBR based 

system as it is  very crucial to recognize ill patients so that 

the treatment is not delayed. Figure 6 compares the model 

on the precision measures. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Precision comparison of different models 

Figure. 7 display comparison of various models on the 

basis of   recall. It can be observed that the proposed model 

gives better performance using precision and recall. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Recall performance measure for different classification 

algorithm 

Table 2 compares the performance of two stage liver 

diagnosis model with already existing models. 

 
Table 2. Comparison of using CBR with already existing 

techniques 

 

VI.  Conclusion 

Liver disease can be go undiagnosed in early stage due 

to the fact liver can work even if it is damaged partially.    

From the literature it has been observed that more research 

is needed to focus on false negative cases. Medical 

diagnosis system is important for early diagnosis of such 

diseases. Classification algorithms performance varies 

from one dataset to other. The prediction accuracy of 

classification algorithms can be improved by using hybrid 

models. In this paper, two stage CBR added model 
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(TSCBR) has been proposed to enhance the prediction of 

diagnosis of liver disease. Observed results have been 

compared by accuracy, precision and recall. Thus, the 

proposed technique fulfills the objective of this research 

work. 
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